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Abstract

Dissipation of tidal energy causes the Moon to recede from the Earth. The

currently measured rate of recession implies that the age of the Lunar orbit is

1500 My old, but the Moon is known to be 4500 My old. Consequently, it has

been proposed that tidal energy dissipation was weaker in the Earth's past, but

explicit numerical calculations are missing for such long time intervals. Here, for

the �rst time, numerical tidal model simulations linked to climate model output

are conducted for a range of paleogeographic con�gurations over the last 252 My.

We �nd that the present is a poor guide to the past in terms of tidal dissipation:

the total dissipation rates for most of the past 252 My were far below present

levels. This allows us to quantify the reduced tidal dissipation rates over the

most resent fraction of lunar history, and the lower dissipation allow re�nement

of orbitally-derived age models by inserting a complete additional precession

cycle.
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1. Introduction1

Tidally induced energy dissipation in the earth and ocean gradually slows2

the Earth's rotation rate, changes Earth and lunar orbital parameters, and3

increases the Earth-Moon separation (Darwin, 1899; Munk, 1968). A long-4

standing conundrum exists in the evolution of the Earth-Moon system relating5

to the present recession rate of the moon and its age: if present day observed6

dissipation rates are representative of the past, the moon must be younger than7

1500 Ma (Hansen, 1982; Sonett, 1996). This does not �t the age model of the8

solar system, putting the age of the moon around 4500 Ma(Hansen, 1982; Sonett,9

1996; Walker and Zahnle, 1986; Canup and Asphaug, 2001; Waltham, 2004), and10

the possibility that the tidal dissipation rates have changed signi�cantly over11

long time periods has been proposed (Hansen, 1982; Ooe, 1989; Poliakov, 2005;12

Green and Huber, 2013; Williams et al., 2014). A weaker tidal dissipation must13

be associated with a lower recession rate of the moon. Consequently, it can be14

argued that prolonged periods of weak tidal dissipation must have existed in15

the past (Webb, 1982; Bills and Ray, 1999; Williams, 2000). There is support16

for this in the literature using quite coarse resolution simulations driven by17

highly stylized, rather than historically accurate, boundary conditions (Munk,18

1968; Kagan and Sundermann, 1996). However, with the present knowledge of19

the sensitivity of tidal models to resolution and boundary conditions, e.g., the20

oceans density structure (Egbert et al., 2004), the results of prior work should21

be revisited with state-of-the-art knowledge and numerical tools.22

It was recently shown through numerical tidal model simulations with higher23

resolution than in previous studies that the tidal dissipation during the early24

Eocene (50 Ma) was just under half of that at present (Green and Huber, 2013).25

This is in stark contrast to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, around 20 ka)26

when simulated tidal dissipation rates were signi�cantly higher than at present27

due to changes in the resonant properties of the ocean (Green, 2010; Wilmes28

and Green, 2014; Schmittner et al., 2015). However, the surprisingly large tides29

during the LGM are due to a quite speci�c combination of continental scale30
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bathymetry and low sea-level, in which the Atlantic is close to resonance when31

the continental shelf seas were exposed due to the formation of extensive conti-32

nental ice sheets (Platzman et al., 1981; Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010). It is33

therefore reasonable to assume � and proxies support this � that the Earth has34

only experienced very large tides during the glacial cycles over the last 1�2 Ma35

and that the rates have been lower than at present during the Cenozoic (Palike36

and Shackleton, 2000; Lourens and Brumsack, 2001; Lourens and et al., 2001).37

Such (generally) low tidal dissipation rates may have led to reduced levels of38

ocean mixing, with potential consequences for the large scale ocean circulation,39

including the Meridional Overturning Circulation (Munk, 1966; Wunsch and40

Ferrari, 2004).41

The tidally induced lunar recession and increased day length also act to re-42

duce the precession rate of Earth's axis and, as a result, produce falling rates of43

climatic precession and obliquity oscillation through time (Berger et al., 1992).44

As a direct consequence, cyclostratigraphy may be severely compromised be-45

cause many important Milankovitch cycle periods are directly a�ected by Earth-46

Moon separation. Nevertheless, Milankovitch frequencies have been estimated47

assuming either a constant lunar-recession rate or a constant tidal dissipation48

rate (Berger et al., 1992; Laskar et al., 2004). Based on the literature related to49

tidal evolution mentioned above, neither assumption is valid. For example, it50

was recently suggested that the tidal dissipation between 11.5�12.3 Ma was ei-51

ther at least 90% of the Present Day (PD) rate or 40% of the present rate, with52

the lower estimate obtained by shifting the precession a whole cycle (Zeeden53

et al., 2014). Constraining the tidal dissipation rates on geological time scales is54

consequently important. Investigating the tidal dynamics for select time slices55

over the Cenozoic era will shed light on the changes of tidal dissipation and56

hence on Earth-Moon system evolution.57

Our aim in this paper is to answer the basic question: when considering the58

past, should our null hypothesis be that tidal dissipation was near modern values59

(the most common approach), much higher (suggested by LGM), or much lower60

(such as found for the Eocene)? We use the same tidal model as Green and61
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Huber (2013) and we present results from simulations of the tidal dynamics for62

the PD, LGM (21ka, Green, 2010), Pliocene (3 Ma), Miocene (25 Ma), Eocene63

(50 Ma, Green and Huber, 2013), Cretaceous (114 Ma, Wells et al., 2010),64

and for the Permian-Triassic (252 Ma). We explore dissipation changes across65

a wide cross-section of ocean states and palegeographic con�gurations, from66

the nearly modern to a world with one global ocean basin, and we investigate67

sensitivity to substantial imposed changes in ocean strati�cation. Consequently,68

this encompasses the likely range of continental and paleoclimate con�gurations69

over much of Earth's history.70

2. Methods71

2.1. Tidal modelling72

The simulations of the global tides were done using the Oregon State Univer-73

sity Tidal Inversion Software (OTIS Egbert et al., 1994). OTIS has been used in74

several previous investigations to simulate global tides in the past and present75

oceans (Egbert et al., 2004; Green, 2010; Green and Huber, 2013; Wilmes and76

Green, 2014). It provides a numerical solution to the linearized shallow water77

equations,78

∂U

∂t
+ f ×U = −gH∇(η − ηSAL − ηEQ)− F (1)

∂η

∂t
−∇ ·U = 0 (2)

Here U = uH is the volume transport given by the velocity u multiplied by79

the water depth H, f is the Coriolis parameter, η the tidal elevation, ηSAL the80

self-attraction and loading elevation, ηEQ the equilibrium tidal elevation, and81

F the dissipative term. Self-attraction and loading was introduced by doing 582

iterations following the methodology in Egbert et al. (2004). The dissipative83

term is split into two parts: F = FB + FW . The �rst of these represents bed84

friction and is written as85

FB = Cdu|u| (3)
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where Cd is a drag coe�cient, and u is the total velocity vector for all the tidal86

constituents. We used Cd = 0.003 in the simulations described below, but for87

all time slices simulations were done where Cd was increased or decreased by a88

factor 3 to estimate the sensitivity of the model to bed roughness. This only89

introduced minor changes in the results (within a few percent of the control),90

and we opted to use the value which provided the best �r to observations for91

the present. The second part of the dissipative term, Fw = CU, is a vector92

describing energy losses due to tidal conversion. The conversion coe�cient C is93

here de�ned as (Green and Huber, 2013)94

C(x, y) = γ
(∇H)2NbN̄

8πω
(4)

in which γ = 100 is a scaling factor, Nb is the buoyancy frequency at the sea-95

bed (taken from coupled climate model outputs), N̄ is the vertical average of96

the buoyancy frequency, and ω is the frequency of the tidal constituent under97

evaluation. We did simulations with varying scaling factors (with 50 < γ < 200)98

to cover the possible ranges of N , with only minor quantitative changes to99

the overall dissipation rates. This means that errors and uncertainties in the100

estimates of the buoyancy frequency from the climate model simulations will101

only change the quantitative results less than 10%.102

The PD bathymetry is a combination of v.14 of the Smith and Sandwell103

database (Smith and Sandwell, 1997) with data for the Arctic (Jakobsson et al.,104

2012), northwards of 79◦N, and Antarctic (Padman et al., 2002), southwards of105

79◦S. All data were then averaged to 1/4◦ in both latitude and longitude.106

The PD control simulation is compared to the TPXO8 database, an inverse107

tidal solution for both elevation and velocity based on satellite altimetry and the108

shallow water equations (see Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002, and http://volkov.oce.109

orst.edu/tides/tpxo8_atlas.html for details). The root-mean-square (RMS)110

di�erence between the modeled and observed elevations is computed, along111

with the percentage of sea surface elevation variance captured, given by V =112

100[1− (S/RMS)2], where RMS is the RMS discrepancy between the modeled113

elevations and the TPXO elevations, and S is the RMS of the TPXO elevations.114
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The tidal dissipation, D, is computed using (Egbert and Ray, 2001):115

D = W −∇ · P (5)

in which W is the work done by the tide-producing force and P is the energy116

�ux. They are de�ned as117

W = gρ⟨U · ∇(ηSAL + ηEQ)⟩ (6)

P = gρ⟨ηU⟩ (7)

in which the angular brackets mark time-averages. When we discuss the accu-118

racy and the energy dissipation rates we use a cuto� between deep and shallow119

water at 1000 m depth.120

2.2. Earth-moon separation121

The tidal dissipation rate, D, should be (Murray and Dermott, 2010)122

D = 0.5m′na(Ω− n)
∂a

∂t
(8)

where m′ = mM/(m+M), m is Moon-mass, M is Earth-mass, a is the Earth-123

Moon separation, Ω is the Earth's rotation rate and n is the lunar mean motion.124

The next step is to note that lunar recession is well approximated using (Lam-125

beck, 1980; Bills and Ray, 1999; Waltham, 2015)126

∂a

∂t
= fa−5.5 (9)

where the tidal drag factor127

f = 3
k2m

QM
R5√µ (10)

In which k2 is Earth's Love number, Q is the tidal quality factor, R is Earth's128

radius whilst, from Kepler's 3rd Law129

µ = G(m+M) = n2a3 (11)

Combining Eqs. (8)�(11) yields130

f =
2Da6

m′√µ(Ω− n)
(12)
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Note that the tidal dissipation rates calculated in Table 1 assumed the present-131

day day-length and Earth-Moon separation. All terms in Eq. (12), except P,132

were therefore constant so f/fPD = D/DPD. This is a reasonable approxima-133

tion as day-lengths and Earth-Moon separation only change by a few percent134

over the time-range considered (e.g., Waltham, 2015).135

3. Results136

3.1. Tidal evolution137

Simulations were carried out with the M2, S2, K1, and O1 tidal constituents138

included (representing the principle lunar and solar semidiurnal constituents,139

0                                          1                                         2
M2 amplitude [m]

0                                         10                                        20
M2 dissipation[mW m ]

-2

amplitude difference [m] dissipation difference [mW m ]
-2

a)                                                                                           b)

c)                                                                                           d)

e)                                                                                           f)

Figure 1: Modelled M2 tidal amplitudes for the PD (a) and the PD reconstruction (c), and

the di�erence between the two panels (e). Panels b, d, and f show the tidal dissipation rates

associated with the amplitudes.
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Table 1: The integrated tidal dissipation rates (in TW) for the M2 constituent for the global

(�total�) and abyssal (�deep�, i.e., deeper than 1000 m) ocean. The relative rate for PD is

normalised with the PD reconstructed rate, whereas the relative LGM rate is normalised with

the PD rate (see Figure 1 and the text for a discussion).

absolute relative

Period, Age total deep total Comment/source

PD 2.8 0.9 0.62 Green and Huber (2013)

PD reconstructed 4.5 1.0 1 PD with reconstructed bathymetry

LGM 0.021 Ma 4.0 1.5 1.42 Wilmes and Green (2014), relative to PD

and constituents representing the diurnal luni-solar and lunar declinations, re-140

spectively). Here, we limit our discussion to M2 as changes in the other con-141

stituents are similar to those in M2 but smaller in magnitude (see the discussion142

below). Building on prior work we aim to create a time history of paleodissipa-143

tion by �lling in new simulations of the Permian-Triassic, Cretaceous, Miocene,144

and Pliocene. To further understand the sensitivity of our results to our method-145

ological choices and to establish their robustness we conducted a degraded PD146

sensitivity simulation, in which we used a bathymetric database for the present147

ocean derived using the same geophysical principals and methods as our paleo-148

bathymetries (see Matthews et al., 2015). This simulation showed a total M2149

dissipation of some 4.5 TW, of which 1 TW dissipated in deep waters (Table 1150

and Figure 1). This is within a factor 2 of our values using present day observed151

bathymetry (2.8 TW in total and 0.9 TW in the deep, respectively) and leads us152

to conclude that we most likely overestimate the dissipation rates in our paleo-153

simulations due to a lack of abyssal topography. Our integrated values presented154

below are therefore probably on the high side in terms of absolute magnitude155

but we concentrate on relative changes in this study. The robustness of our156

results in our sensitivity simulation also gives us con�dence in our bathymetric157

databases. In the rest of this analysis we generally present results normalized by158

the reconstructed PD dissipation values in order to show only relative changes159

with respect to the modern degraded simulation. The one exception is the LGM160
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Table 2: The integrated absolute tidal dissipation rates (in TW) for the M2 constituent for

the palaeo-simulations. Shown are again data for the global (�total�) and abyssal (�deep�,

i.e., deeper than 1000 m) ocean. The relative rate is normalised with the total rate for the

reconstructed PD simulation.

absolute relative

Period, Age total deep total Comment/source

Pliocene 3 Ma 2.4 0.6 0.53

Miocene 25Ma 2.2 0.6 0.49

1.9 1.7 0.43 PD bathymetry, Miocene strati�cation

3.3 <0.1 0.73 PD strati�cation, Miocene bathymetry

Eocene 50 Ma 1.4 1.2 0.32 Green and Huber (2013)

1.4 1.2 0.32 CO2 = 240 ppm

1.4 1.2 0.32 CO2 = 560 ppm

1.4 1.2 0.32 CO2 = 1120 ppm

1.4 1.2 0.32 Tasman Gateway open

1.4 1.2 0.32 Drake Passage open

Cretaceous 116Ma 2.1 1.3 0.47

2.0 1.5 0.44 Tidal conversion x2

2.1 1.0 0.47 Tidal conversion x0.5

Permian-Triassic 252 Ma 0.9 0.1 0.2

0.8 0.2 0.18 Tidal conversion x2

study, which is normalized by the undegraded PD simulations since modern ob-161

served bathymetry was used in this simulation. In the following we refer the162

reader to Figure 1 and Table 1 for the PD results, and Figures 2�3 for palaeo-163

tidal M2 amplitudes and dissipation rates, respectively. Table 2 and Figure 4164

summarise the globally integrated relative dissipation rates.165

The Pliocene simulations exhibit a reduced amplitude and subsequent dissi-166

pation rate (53%) compared to the degraded PD tides, but with a very similar167

distribution (Figures 2b and 3b). This is due to sea-level being some 25m higher168

than at present during this period and is consistent with previously reported169
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simulations with extreme sea level rise (SLR; Green and Huber, 2013). The dy-170

namical explanation is that the large SLR cause global dissipation rates to drop171

below present because the near-resonant North Atlantic experiences decreased172

dissipation rates with SLR due to larger shelf seas (Green, 2010).173

Simulated Miocene tides resemble the modeled degraded PD tides to some174

extent, but they are generally weaker than at present (Figures 2c and 3c). The175

globally integrated dissipation rate for the Miocene is 2.2 TW, or 50% of the de-176

graded model present rate. These changes are mainly explained by the Atlantic177

being narrower during the Miocene than the PD. The North Atlantic is therefore178

no longer near resonance for the semi-diurnal tide, which reduces the simulated179

Miocene tidal amplitudes. The vertical strati�cation in our Miocene simulations180

a)                                                                                           b)

c)                                                                                           d)

e)                                                                                           f)

M2 amplitude  [m]

Figure 2: Shown are the M2 tidal amplitudes for the LGM (a), Pliocene (b), Miocene (c),

Eocene (d), Cretaceous (e) and Permian-Triassic (f).
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was stronger than at present due to di�erent ocean gateway con�gurations and181

the lack of North Atlantic Deepwater formation, which leads to a more stably182

strati�ed ocean (Herold et al., 2012). This enhances the tidal conversion in the183

abyssal ocean, and as a consequence there is more energy being lost in the deep184

ocean in the Miocene case than at present. Further support comes from sensi-185

tivity simulations which used enhanced or reduced strati�cations based on the186

ratio between the averaged PD and Miocene buoyancy frequencies (not shown).187

In these runs a combination of Miocene strati�cation and PD bathymetry leads188

to a reduced global and enhanced abyssal dissipation compared to the Miocene189

control simulation. The opposite holds when using PD strati�cation with the190

Miocene bathymetry.191

a)                                                                                           b)

c)                                                                                           d)

e)                                                                                           f)

M2 dissipation [mW m ]
-2

Figure 3: As in Figure 2, but showing the modelled absolute tidal dissipation rates.
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We have carried out a set of climate model sensitivity runs to complement192

the earlier Eocene simulation (see Table 2). These used a tidally driven dif-193

fusivity parameterization (Green and Huber, 2013) but with atmospheric CO2194

concentrations of 240 ppm, 560 ppm, and 1120 ppm. Further runs with Drake195

Passage or the Tasman Gateway open were also conducted, using 560 ppmCO2196

(changes in CO2 may a�ect tides by modifying the strati�cation-dependent tidal197

conversion rate). These simulations were carried out to bound the sensitivity198

of the Eocene results to likely changes in surface climate and ocean gateway199

con�guration that are thought to have altered ocean strati�cation, a key pa-200

rameter in tidal studies. There are only small changes in the tidal conversion201

rates between these runs and the Eocene control (see our Table 2, Figures 2d202

and 3, and Green and Huber, 2013), indicating that the ocean state and tidal203

dissipation are convergent.204

The new model results for the Cretaceous show a somewhat energetic ocean,205

dissipating nearly as much energy as the Miocene (Figures 2e and 3e). The rea-206

son for this quite large simulated dissipation rate lies in the rifting of Gondwana-207

land, which generated extensive new coastlines and a corresponding increase in208

the surface area of shallow shelf seas (Wells et al., 2010). The Cretaceous shelf209

seas in the model cover an area more than three times larger than that at210

Figure 4: Shown are the relative dissipation rates, normalized with the results from the PD

sensitivity run. This con�rms that total rates have been lower over the last 252Ma, but that

the abyssal rates have generally been larger than today.
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present. These very vast shallow areas, together with a strong vertical strati�-211

cation (the average buoyancy frequency used in the model is nearly twice that at212

Present, e.g., Zhou et al., 2012; Poulsen and Zhou, 2013; Domeier, 2016), lead to213

relatively large dissipation rates overall . A large fraction of this energy, about214

62%, ends up in the deep ocean in the simulations. The lack of knowledge about215

the abyssal topography for this period can be compensated for by varying the216

tidal conversion coe�cient as a sensitivity parameter. Using factors of 0.5 and217

2 above the already doubled value compared to PD discussed above to provide218

sensitivity estimates, we still obtain much less than modern dissipation in the219

Cretaceous case (Table 2) and are con�dent in our conclusions.220

The Permian-Triassic (PT) simulations show very weak tides with a dissipa-221

tion in total of about 1 TW (22% of degraded PD; (Figures 2f and 3f) � 10%222

of which dissipates in the deep ocean. These results are readily understandable,223

as the large recent dissipation rates are an e�ect of complex bathymetry and224

local resonances in smaller basins between continents and such features were225

absent during the PT (see Muller et al., 2016, for a discussion). Simulations of226

a PD water world show similar behaviour, albeit with even weaker tides than we227

�nd here, because with less topographic variations we approach the theoretical228

equilibrium tide (Arbic et al., 2009). The PT simulation with a doubled tidal229

conversion coe�cient, representing unaccounted for topographic roughness (see230

Table 2), showed a 45% increase in the abyssal rates but a 9% reduction in total231

dissipation. This again puts us on the safe side with our conclusions because232

we probably overestimate the dissipation slightly in the PT control run.233

The horizontally integrated dissipation rates for the other constituents, S2,234

K1 and O1, are shown in Figure 5. It is evident from Figure 5 that the behaviour235

of these constituents mimic that of the M2 tide and that the M2 is a good236

representation of the global tidal dissipation. It is possible that basins may237

become resonant for the diurnal constituents (although this has not been spotted238

in our simulations), but they are by their very nature less energetic than M2.239

The conversion of energy in the diurnal constituents is also more restricted due240

to the critical latitude being only 30◦ (see Falahat and Nycander, 2015, for a241
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discussion).242

3.2. Consequences for the Earth-Moon system243

The lower-than-modern tidal dissipation rates simulated through the Ceno-244

zoic and Mesozoic shows that the lunar recession rate was probably smaller than245

otherwise predicted in the past. The questions raised are i) by how much? and246

ii) how did this impact on the lunar distance? Using the recession model in247

Section 2.2, we show that the relative tidal dissipations in Table 1�2 are also248

the relative tidal-drag ratios. It is notable that all but the most recent ratios249

are signi�cantly below unity. This is consistent, however, with the observation250

that the long-term mean drag must be around f/fPD = 0.33±0.03 if the Moon-251

forming collision occurred at 4500±50 Ma (Waltham, 2015). The implications252

of both the ancient origin of our Moon, and the tidal-dissipation modelling in253

Figure 5: As in Figure 4 but for the S2, K1, and O1 constituents.
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this paper, are that present day tidal dissipation is anomalously high. Given254

the results in Table 2, the typical tidal drag over the last 250 Ma is f/fPD =255

0.63±0.16 (1 standard error). Using this result in Eq. (9) then yields the Earth-256

Moon separation history shown in Figure 6. For comparison, Figure 6 also shows257

the results of full numerical modelling by Laskar et al. (2004) along with the258

results of using Eq. (9) assuming f/fPD = 1. Note that Laskar et al. (2004)259

assumed that tidal lag (which is closely related to tidal drag) did not vary from260

the present day value in the past.261

4. Discussion262

It is obvious, especially from the sensitivity tidal simulations, that the lunar263

distance would have been changing more slowly in the past than would be pre-264

dicted assuming modern dissipation rates. It has been suggested that the aver-265

age recession rate from the late Neoproterozoic (620 Ma) to PD is 2.17 cm yr−1,266

and that the recession rate during the Proterozoic (2450�620 Ma) cannot have267

exceeded of 1.24 cm yr−1 (Williams, 2000). Both of these statements are sup-268

ported here, and we suggest that the rates may even have been lower. Fur-269

thermore, because the recession rate is proportional to tidal-lag (Laskar et al.,270

Figure 6: Earth-Moon separation through time from Equations (9)�(12). The solid and

dashed-dotted black lines show the range assuming the tidal-dissipation range of this paper.

The solid grey line shows lunar-recession assuming that tidal-dissipation equalled the present

day dissipation in the past, whereas the black dotted line shows the lunar-separation history

predicted by the full numerical model from Laskar et al. (2004). Note that the Laskar model is

virtually identical to our curve, assuming PD tidal drag, but that the lower mean-drag shown

in this paper gives a reduced separation in the past.
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2004) and we have shown that the recession rate is proportional to dissipation,271

the tidal-lag must have an uncertainty of a factor of 2 or more. This con�rms,272

using a very di�erent approach, suggestions about uncertainty in Milankovitch273

periods and cyclostratigraphy (Waltham, 2015). Furthermore, sensitivity simu-274

lations (not shown) with sea-level being 80m higher or lower in each time slice275

did not signi�cantly change the results, except for PD, when large shelf seas are276

present and allowed to dry out or �ood further (see Green and Huber, 2013,277

for a discussion). From these results it also appears that Earth is near a tidal278

maximum at present, although full glacial conditions enhance dissipation by a279

further 42%.280

Given that most of the Phanerozoic has been spent with either much warmer281

climate than modern conditions (with weaker strati�cation) or continents more282

widely spaced and oceans out of resonance, it is now clear that the modern situa-283

tion is a poor guide to the past as suggested by Hansen (1982). A more accurate284

null hypothesis is to assume that overall tidal dissipation was typically ≈50%285

of modern values, although subject to signi�cant variation. Interestingly, this286

result compares well with independent estimates from rhythmites (Williams,287

2000; Coughenour et al., 2013). The similarity of the results obtained here with288

prior modeling work utilizing much simpler physical formulations of dissipation289

and much cruder representations of varying boundary conditions (Hansen, 1982;290

Webb, 1982; Kagan and Sundermann, 1996; Poliakov, 2005) is also noteworthy.291

This similarity con�rms that the physics of tidal dissipation and the bulk vari-292

ables that cause it to vary are robust and constrainable.293

Tides are of course not the only process a�ecting orbital parameters, and294

the di�erent plate tectonic con�gurations over the past 252 Ma may have al-295

tered the dynamical ellipticity, adding to the changes discussed here. This is, as296

stated in the introduction, an investigation into how the tides may have changed297

over long geological time scales and the possible contributions from the tides.298

Other mechanisms are left to other investigations. The ability to put signi�cant299

bounds on tidal dissipation through time has substantial implications, espe-300

cially for improving knowledge of Earth's precession parameters through time.301
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The combination of tidal dissipation and the dynamical ellipticity (or so-called302

precession constant) is crucial for gaining more accurate solutions to Earth's303

precession and obliquity behaviours on long time scales. The importance of dis-304

sipation and dynamical ellipticity to these precession parameters allows them to305

be inferred by inverting interference patterns between obliquity and precession306

bands derived from long paleoclimate time-series and comparison with orbital307

calculations. From these calculations constraints on the summed behaviour of308

tidal dissipation and dynamical ellipticity can be gained, although the solutions309

tend to be non-unique. It has been suggested that a tidal dissipation value of310

approximately half of the modern rate characterized the past 3 Ma well (Lourens311

and Brumsack, 2001). This is in agreement with our results, but that study did312

not explore sensitivity to dynamical ellipticity. Signi�cant uncertainty remains313

on this issue; other studies have reached the conclusion that tidal dissipation314

may have been higher (Palike and Shackleton, 2000), whereas more recent work,315

extending these methods further back to the early Miocene, show as much ev-316

idence for low (30�50% of modern) values of dissipation as they do higher (by317

20%)(Husing et al., 2007; Zeeden et al., 2014). What is clear however, is that318

integrating these various approaches, including explicit modelling of tidal dis-319

sipation, will help resolve important paleoclimate and geophysical enigmas and320

improve cyclostratigraphic age models. For example, our low dissipation rates321

in Figure 3 agree with the lower range of dissipation values from Zeeden et al.322

(2014) for 11.5�12.3 Ma if we shift the orbitally derived time scale for this inter-323

val by a whole precession cycle as compared to using a modern value. Explicitly324

modelling tidal dissipation will enable one of the two key free parameters in pre-325

cession and obliquity calculations to be constrained which will enable a better326

understanding of the factors determining dynamical ellipticity.327

The weaker tidally induced ocean mixing during the Phanerozoic may also328

have in�uenced the Meridional Overturning Circulation, with potential conse-329

quences for climate. Green and Huber (2013) used modelled strati�cation for330

the Eocene, whereas Schmittner et al. (2015) simulated the LGM with modelled331

strati�cation. Both investigations highlight local changes in dissipation, but the332
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overall rates stayed within the range given by our sensitivity simulations. How-333

ever, the percentage of upwelling from the deep was sometimes greater than334

at Present, and the consequences for the ocean circulation of reduced (tidally335

driven) mixing is complex and needs further investigation.336

5. Conclusions337

Results from an established numerical tidal model suggest that the tidal dis-338

sipation during the Cenozoic and Late Cretaceous were weaker than at present,339

with the exception of the glacial states over the last 2Ma. It is very likely that340

the Earth-Moon system is unusually dissipative at present. Consequently, the341

Moon's recession rate was slower in the deep past than predicted using PD342

dissipation rates, supporting the old-age Earth-Moon model. Furthermore, our343

relative dissipation rates in Figure4 support the lower range of dissipation values344

from Zeeden et al. (2014), who claim that the tidal dissipation between 11.5�345

12.3 Ma was either within 10% of PD values or 40% of the present rate. This has346

signi�cant implications for climate proxy reconstructions: their lower estimate347

of the tidal dissipation rate was obtained by inserting a complete additional348

precession cycle, which our relative rates show is the correct dissipation rate to349

use. This highlights the importance of dynamic ellipticity in orbital chronology350

calculations, and it shows that accurate tidal dissipation rates must be used in351

investigations of palaeo-climates.352
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